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New free underlay offer at Rugmerchant.co.uk

Online rug store Rugmerchant.co.uk has launched a new free underlay offer to all of its
customers to take advantage of at the start of 2013.

(PRWEB UK) 19 January 2013 -- Online rug store Rugmerchant.co.uk has launched a new free underlay offer
to all of its customers to take advantage of at the start of 2013.

Customers who purchase a product with a value of £300 or more, or when they place any order over that
amount, will be entitled to free underlay worth up to £60. A lining that is fitted on the reverse of a rug, underlay
is a vital addition to a rug or carpet. It is particularly important when added to a rug used on a laminate or wood
floor, where a rug would otherwise become slippery and unstable under foot. It also gives a rug more support
and thus will extend its life cycle, while underlay is also a great way of keeping heat in and reducing the noise
levels of a room.

Underlay can be added to many of Rugmerchant.co.uk’s best selling rugs, including products from the Art
Twist collection. These products have beautiful floral designs that make a great addition to any modern home
with their bold lines and colours. Similarly, the Mont Blanc collection has also proved popular with customers;
the neutral colours and subtle intricacies make them a functional choice for many different settings.

This latest offer continues the success of Rugmerchant.co.uk since late 2012. After undergoing a complete site
re-launch, Rugmerchant.co.uk has since started offering its products on Amazon and eBay, as well as acquiring
new product lines from some of the leading rug manufacturers.

“We’re delighted to be able to offer this fantastic promotion to our customers. Many overlook how important
underlay is, particularly for rugs used on hard surfaces,” said Louise Gornall, partner at Rugmerchant.co.uk.
“This promotion represents great value for money. Our underlay is made using extremely hard wearing
materials and would be the perfect addition to any of our rugs.”
To find out more about the offer and about all of the products available, visit http://www.rugmerchant.co.uk.

About Rugmerchant.co.uk:

Established in 1999, Rugmerchant.co.uk is the website for Rugmerchant Online Limited. The site sells bespoke
rugs made using some of the finest materials from around the world. Renowned manufacturers such as Louis de
Poortere and Arte Espina have products listed on the site, with all the rugs arranged in categories such as
modern rugs and traditional rugs collections. Deliveries are free to all areas of mainland UK.

Contact Rugmerchant.co.uk:

Louise Gornall
Rugmerchant.co.uk,
Unit B1, Willow House,
Oaklands Office Park,
Hooton Road, Hooton,
Cheshire,
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Contact Information
Louise Gornall
Rugmerchant Online Limited
http://www.rugmerchant.co.uk
0845 017 8094

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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